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Abstract

Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) is one of the most commonly used
methods when sampling from hidden or hard-to-reach populations.
The RDS methodology combines an improved snowball sampling sche-
me with a mathematical model that is able to produce unbiased pop-
ulation estimates given that some assumptions about the actual re-
cruitment process are fulfilled. One critical assumption, which is not
likely to hold in most cases, is that the underlying social network of
the population is undirected. The papers in this thesis provide ex-
tensions of RDS theory to populations with partially directed social
networks.
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1 Introduction

Hidden or hard-to-reach populations are groups of people which due to their
unavailability are difficult to sample from using common sampling method-
ologies. Examples of populations which are considered hidden because of
criminal or socially stigmatizing behaviour include homosexual men (MSM,
men who have sex with men), injecting drug users (IDU), and sex workers
(SW). In general, a hidden population does not have a sampling frame, i.e.,
a list of those within the population that can be sampled. This means that
the individual probability for being selected into a sample from the popula-
tion is not available, which makes inference difficult. of diseases or criminal
activities, it is of interest

A possible approach when sampling from hidden populations is to make
use of the social network underlying the population. For example, popula-
tion members already sampled could be asked to recruit new individuals to
the sample among their friends in the population. This sampling method,
commonly known as snowball sampling, referring to the snowball-like pat-
tern of recruitment, was suggested in the 1940’s and has appeared in several
variants since (Handcock and Gile, 2011). While snowball sampling methods
are considered effective with regards to reaching the desired sample size, the
samples obtained have mostly been viewed as convenience samples, i.e., not
useful for inference. Among the issues put forward are that the composition
of the sample will be dependent on the composition of individuals sampled
early in the process and that population members with many friends will be
overrepresented in the sample.

To address the shortcomings of snowball sampling, Respondent-driven
sampling (RDS) was suggested in Heckathorn (1997). The methodology
comprises i) an improved snowball sampling scheme, which addresses pre-
vious issues with anonymity and renders sampling more effective, and ii) a
Markov model for the recruitment process which is able to produce unbiased
population estimates given that some assumptions about the actual process
are fulfilled. Because of these advantages, RDS has become widely used when
sampling from hidden populations. One assumption made on the recruitment
process is that the social network of the population is undirected, meaning
that if an individual is able to recruit another individual, that individual is
also able to recruit the first one. As social networks are not undirected in
general, this assumption is likely not to hold in most cases, which may affect
the quality of the estimates obtained by RDS.

In this thesis, we present two papers which investigate the effect of vi-
olating the assumption of an undirected social network of the population.
Furthermore, both papers present extensions of the RDS estimation frame-
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work to the case of partially directed social networks.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Social networks

A network, or graph, is a set of vertices and edges G = (V,E), where the
vertices represent elements and the edges are connections between the el-
ements. Networks are often used to describe real systems and processes
occurring in them. For example, network models have been used to describe
transportation systems, metabolic schemes, and power grids. When used
to describe interactions in human populations, i.e., their social networks,
the vertices represent actors and the edges represent relationships between
them. The actors can be individuals, but also larger groups of people such as
companies, organizations, or even countries. Correspondingly, relationships
could be friendships or acquaintanceships, but also business partnerships or
diplomatic relations. In this thesis, we consider social networks consisting of
individuals.

Networks can be undirected or directed, see Figure 1. In an undirected
network, relationships are always reciprocated, while directed networks allow
for non-reciprocated relationships. For undirected networks, the degree d
of a vertex is the number of edges that are connected to it. In partially
directed networks, the degree (d(un), d(in), d(out)) is the number of undirected,
in-directed, and out-directed edges of a vertex, respectively. In a fully directed
network, only directed edges are allowed.

i j

Figure 1: Partial image of an undirected (left) and a directed (right) network.
The degree of vertex i is 4, and the degree of vertex j is (2, 1, 1).

In social networks, an undirected edge would correspond to e.g. mutual
friendship or countries with import and export relations, while a directed
edge could depict e.g. acquaintanceship recognized only by one part or one-
way communication. Social networks tend to include both undirected and
directed edges; we sometimes refer to them as partially directed. Examples
of real and online partially directed social networks can be found in both
papers.
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2.2 Random walks

A random walk could be depicted as the process where a person moves ran-
domly on e.g. a line, the plane, or a lattice. Typically, the random walk
occurs in discrete time. When a random walk takes place on a network, the
walker selects the next vertex visited with equal probability given to each
of the vertices connected to its current position. If we have an undirected
network with N vertices labeled 1, . . . , N , which is connected, i.e., starting
from any vertex, all other vertices can be reached, then the stationary distri-
bution {πi; i = 1, . . . , N} of the random walk is proportional to degree, i.e.,
πi ∝ di, where di is the degree of node i (Lovász, 1993). This means that
the higher your degree, the more likely you are to be visited by the random
walk. If the network is directed, there is no analytical closed form solution
for the stationary distribution.

2.3 Respondent-driven sampling

An RDS study starts with the selection of a few initial study participants,
seeds. After participating in the study, the seeds are given coupons (usually
between three and five) for distribution to their peers in the study population.
Individuals are eligible for entry into the study upon presenting a coupon.
When taking part in the study, an individual’s properties of interest, e.g.
HIV-status or sexual behaviour, and the degree, number of friends in the
population, are recorded. As new participants complete the study, they are
also provided with coupons for distribution. The procedure is then repeated
until the desired sample size has been reached. In Figure 2, recruitment
chains from an actual RDS study are shown.

Rewards are given to an individual both for taking part in the study, and
for the participation of those to whom he or she passed coupons. Thus, there
are dual incentives for participation. The sampling procedure improves upon
previous snowball sampling methodology because the coupon system ensures
anonymity for population members until participation (sometimes, in e.g.
web-bases studies, anonymity is preserved throughout the study). Moreover,
social pressure from coupon providers on coupon recipients to participate
makes sampling efficient.

Given that we have a sample S from an RDS study, we may estimate the
proportion pA of the population with a property of interest A by assuming
that the recruitment process behaves like a random walk on an undirected
network. Specifically, we make the following assumptions: i) a participant
selects only one coupon recipient, and does so with uniform probability;
ii) sampling occurs with replacement, i.e., an individual may be sampled
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Figure 2: RDS recruitment chain from a study of MSM in Higuey. Light blue
nodes identify themselves as heterosexual. Graphic from Gile et al. (2012).

several times; iii) the social network of the population is undirected and
connected; iv) the degree of participants is accurately reported. Then, if we
sample from the process when it has reached equilibrium, the probability
that an individual will be selected for recruitment is given by the stationary
distribution of a random walk on an undirected network. It is then possible
to derive an estimator which corrects for the fact that vertices with large
degrees are sampled more frequently. This is the most widely used RDS
estimator

p̂A =

∑
i∈S IA(i)d−1i∑

i∈S d
−1
i

, (1)

where di is the degree of i and IA(i) is the indicator function for whether i
has property A or not (Volz and Heckathorn, 2008).

3 Review of existing literature

Here, we give a brief description of the existing RDS literature. Social net-
works and random walks are important in this thesis and in RDS theory, and
we also present some general references to these subjects.

The theory of RDS has been developed subsequently since the method was
presented in Heckathorn (1997) through the papers by Heckathorn (2002),
Salganik and Heckathorn (2004), and Volz and Heckathorn (2008), where
the last two papers present the two currently most used estimators. Several
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papers have questioned the quality of the results obtained by the method, in
particular the assumptions underlying the estimation process; see for example
Gile and Handcock (2010), Tomas and Gile (2011), and Lu et al. (2012). For
empirical validations, see e.g. Goel and Salganik (2010) and McCreesh et al.
(2012). Some attempts have been made at finding new estimators for RDS:
Gile (2011) presents a successive sampling approach, Gile and Handcock
(2011) uses an exponential random graph model, and Lu (2012) utilizes ego
network information. The papers presented in this thesis also belong to
this category. Another approach aimed at improving the quality of RDS
estimates is presented in Gile et al. (2012), where tests detecting violations
of the assumptions are suggested.

For a general reference on networks, see Newman (2010). A classic com-
prehensive text on social networks and the analysis of them can be found in
Wasserman and Faust (1994). Introductory texts on random walks can be
found in any course book on the subject. For an interesting discussion on
the behaviour of the random walk on Z, see Feller (2008, ch. III). Random
walks on networks are discussed in general in Lovász (1993).

4 Summary of papers

4.1 Paper I

The two currently most used RDS estimators (Salganik and Heckathorn,
2004; Volz and Heckathorn, 2008) both rely on the assumption of an undi-
rected network. They utilize the known stationary distribution of the random
walk and other properties of undirected networks. A logical expansion of cur-
rent RDS theory would be to extend these estimators to the case when we
have a RDS sample from a population with a partially directed social net-
work. In this paper, setting out from current RDS estimation theory, we
derive new estimators which extend RDS estimation to the case of partially
directed networks.

We first apply the mean-field approach described in Fortunato et al.
(2008) to partially directed networks in order to find an estimate of the sta-
tionary distribution of a vertex i. This essentially means that we replace the
individual πi:s with the mean value of all vertices with the same degree. We
find that it is possible, for networks without degree-degree correlation, to es-
timate the stationary distribution of vertex i as proportional to its in-degree
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d
(un)
i + d

(in)
i . This gives an estimator

p̂A =

∑
i∈S

IA(i)(d
(un)
i + d

(in)
i )

−1

∑
j∈S

(d
(un)
i + d

(in)
i )

−1 , (2)

which provides an extension of the estimator presented in Volz and Heckathorn
(2008) (Eq. (1)).

The estimator presented in Salganik and Heckathorn (2004) is derived
from the fact that, in an undirected network, the number of edges from
the subpopulation with property A to the subpopulation without A must be
equal to the number of edges from the subpopulation without A to those with
A (i.e., in the reversed direction). We extend this reasoning by considering
the corresponding crossgroup relations in the partially directed case, and get
an estimator

p̂A =
φ̂

1 + φ̂
, (3)

where φ̂ is a function of the ratio of average in-degrees of the subpopulations
with and without A, the ratio of average out-degrees of the subpopulations
with and without A, and the recruitment matrix {SXY }, where SXY is the
proportion of edges between the subpopulations X and Y .

We evaluate our estimators and current estimators through simulations
on generated networks with varying structural properties and a real online
MSM social network. Because the estimators in Eqs. (2) and (3) use the
in-degree or a function of the in-degree, which is not observed in a typical
RDS study, we use sensitivity analysis to further study the behaviour of our
estimators as the structure is varied in a directed network. It is seen that
current RDS estimators are seriously affected if the recruitment takes place
on a partially directed network. We also see that estimating the station-
ary distribution with in-degree or functions of the in-degree works well, and
that estimators utilizing functions of the in-degrees could provide further
insight into the estimation situation on partially directed networks through
sensitivity analysis.

4.2 Paper II

The basis of the current RDS estimation methodology is the approximation
of the actual recruitment process with a random walk on the social network
of the population. This facilitates the derivation of the unbiased estimator in
Eq. (1) which utilizes the known stationary distribution of the random walk.
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If we instead have an RDS sample from a population with a partially directed
social network, a natural starting point for estimating population properties
is to extend the random walk framework to the case where we also allow
for the network to have directed edges. Because the stationary distribution
of the random walk on a partially directed network has no closed analytical
solution, our approach is to find approximations of the stationary distribution
which could be used in this case.

Consider a random walk X = {X(t); t = 0, 1, . . . } on a directed network
with N vertices and assume that X has reached stationarity. If the random
walk is at vertex i, it may leave i using an undirected or a directed edge. If it
leaves i via an undirected edge and reaches vertex j, it may return to i again
after two steps, the probability of which is d

(un)
i /(d

(un)
i + d

(out)
i ) · 1/(d(un)j +

d
(out)
j ), where (d

(un)
k , d

(in)
k , d

(out)
k ) is the degree of vertex k. If it does not return

to i after two steps we estimate the probability of visiting i as proportional
to the in-degree of i. By considering this as a renewal process with renewals
at the first of the possible consecutive visits to i we derive an estimator of
the stationary distribution as

π̂i ≈
p
(vis)
i

1− p(ret)i

∝ d
(un)
i + d

(in)
i

1− d
(un)
i

d
(un)
i +d

(out)
i

E
(

1
D̃(un)+D(out)

) , (4)

where we impose
∑N

i=1 π̂i = 1.

To use the estimator in Eq. (4), we have to observe (d
(un)
k , d

(in)
k , d

(out)
k );

a typical RDS sample however only contains observations of the out-degree
d
(un)
k + d

(out)
k . To cope with this, we estimate the number of edges in the

directed network by its expected proportion of the out-degree; then, d̂
(un)
i =

E(D(un))

E(D(un))+E(D(out))
(d

(un)
k +d

(out)
k ) and d̂

(out)
i = E(D(out))

E(D(un))+E(D(out))
(d

(un)
k +d

(out)
k ). The

number of in-directed edges d
(in)
i is estimated with its expected value. To find

estimators of the unknown expectations in the estimators of directed degree,
we assume that the network follows a model which is the directed equivalent
of an Erdős-Renyi graph with parameters α, the fraction of directed edges
in the network and λ, the expected total degree of a vertex. We derive a
moment estimator α̂ of α using the number of observed revisits during the
sampling process. Then, we use a linearization of the expected observed
out-degree to derive an estimator λ̂ of λ. This yields our final estimator

π̂i ∝ d̂
(un)
i + d̂

(in)
i =

1− α̂
1− α̂/2

(d
(un)
i + d

(out)
i ) +

α̂λ̂

2
. (5)

To validate our results, we perform simulations on generated networks
that are partially directed equivalents of E-R graphs and power-law graphs,
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and on a real online MSM social network. We compare our estimators of the
stationary distribution through their total variation distance to the true sta-
tionary distribution, and through their performance when estimating popula-
tion proportions. In general, our estimators performs better than the current
estimators. This is especially the case when the fraction of directed edges
in the network is large. Results for estimating population proportions are
however inconclusive.

Sammanfattning p̊a svenska

Gömda populationer är grupper av individer som är sv̊ara att n̊a med tradi-
tionell undersökningsmetodik p̊a grund av deras utsatthet i samhället. Ex-
empel p̊a grupper som kan utgöra gömda populationer är narkomaner, pros-
tituerade och homosexuella män. Mer formellt sägs gömda populationer vara
utan urvalsram, vilket i princip är en lista p̊a samtliga individer i populatio-
nen. Detta innebär att sannolikheten för en individ att ing̊a i ett stickprov
ifr̊an populationen är okänd, vilket gör det sv̊art att dra slutsatser om pop-
ulationens egenskaper.

För att n̊a gömda populationer kan man använda sig av det sociala
nätverk som binder samman individerna i gruppen. Individer som redan
ing̊ar i stickprovet utnyttjar d̊a sina kontakter i populationen för att n̊a yt-
terligare personer som kan ing̊a i stickprovet. Proceduren upprepas med
nya individer som rekryteras till stickprovet tills dess att man har n̊att den
önskade stickprovsstorleken. Denna urvalsmetod kallas för snöbollsurval d̊a
urvalsprocessen kan liknas vid en rullande snöboll som drar med sig allt fler
personer ifr̊an populationen ju fler individer som ing̊ar i den (Handcock and
Gile, 2011). Snöbollsurval har använts sedan 1940-talet och anses allmänt
vara en metod som ger goda möjligheter att n̊a stora delar av en gömd pop-
ulation. Data ifr̊an snöbollsurval har dock visat sig vara behäftade med ett
flertal brister och har ansetts vara olämpliga att använda som underlag för
att dra slutsatser om populationens egenskaper. Exempelvis kommer dess
sammansättning att vara beroende av egenskaperna hos de individer som
kom att ing̊a i stickprovet tidigt i rekryteringsprocessen och individer med
många kontakter i populationen kommer att vara överrepresenterade.

Respondent-driven sampling (eng.; kort: RDS) är en urvalsmetod som
utvecklar tidigare metodik för snöbollsurval genom en förbättrad datain-
samlingsprocedur och en matematisk modell för urvalet som kan ge vänte-
värdesriktiga skattningar av populationsegenskaper givet att urvalsprocessen
antas uppföra sig som en slumpvandring p̊a populationens sociala nätverk.
RDS introducerades i Heckathorn (1997) och har blivit en av de mest använda
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urvalsmetoderna för gömda populationer. En RDS-undersökning börjar med
att man väljer ut en grupp kända individer i populationen, frön. Efter att
ha deltagit i undersökningen f̊ar de kuponger (normalt mellan tre till fem)
som de kan ge till individer de känner i populationen. En kupong berättigar
till deltagande i undersökningen. När en kupongmottagare har genomfört
undersökningen f̊ar även hen kuponger och proceduren upprepas sedan tills
man har n̊att önskad stickprovsstorlek. Belöningar utg̊ar till undersökn-
ingsdeltagare b̊ade för eget deltagande i undersökningen och när de som de
har givit kuponger deltar. Systemet med kuponger säkerställer deltagarnas
anonymitet före deltagande och de dubbla belöningarna ger b̊ade monetära
och sociala motiv för individer att deltaga i studien.

För att kunna skatta populationsegenskaper ur data görs ett flertal anta-
ganden om urvalsprocessen, exempelvis att en deltagare ger endast en kupong
till en slumpmässigt vald känd individ, att val sker med återläggning och att
populationens sociala nätverk är sammanhängande och oriktat. Givet dessa
antaganden beter sig urvalsprocessen som en slumpvandring p̊a populatio-
nens sociala nätverk. Den stationära fördelningen för en slumpvandring p̊a
ett nätverk av N individer ges av {πi; i = 1, . . . , N}, där πi ∝ di och di
är graden för individ i, eller antalet personer i populationen som individ i
känner. Om slumpvandringen befinner sig i jämvikt sker urvalet ifr̊an pop-
ulationen med sannolikheter som ges av den stationära fördelningen. Ur
detta kan man härleda den mest använda RDS-skattningen för andelen av
populationen som har en egenskap A,

p̂A =

∑
i∈S IA(i)d−1i∑

i∈S d
−1
i

, (6)

där IA(i) är indikatorfunktionen för om individ i har egenskapen A eller inte
och S är stickprovet.

Artiklarna som ing̊ar i denna licentiatuppsats behandlar RDS som utförs
p̊a populationer med partiellt riktade sociala nätverk. Detta innebär allts̊a
att det tidigare antagandet om ett oriktat socialt nätverk, d.v.s. att alla re-
lationer i nätverket är ömsesidiga, ej är uppfyllt. Istället till̊ater man att
relationer kan vara b̊ade ömsesidiga eller icke ömsesidiga. Sociala nätverk
är i allmänhet partiellt riktade och i b̊ada artiklarna ges exempel p̊a on-
linebaserade och andra sociala nätverk som inneh̊aller b̊ada oriktade och rik-
tade kanter. I den första artikeln visas att nuvarande RDS-estimatorer som
baseras p̊a att populationen har ett oriktat socialt nätverk kan uppvisa sys-
tematiska fel och ökad varians när de tillämpas p̊a data som kommer ifr̊an en
population med ett partiellt riktat socialt nätverk. Vi utvidgar de tv̊a mest
använda RDS-estimatorerna till att omfatta även populationer med partiellt
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riktade sociala nätverk. D̊a dessa bygger p̊a att man har tillg̊ang till den i
RDS-studier sällan observerade ingraden hos individer, s̊a använder vi sen-
sitivitetsanalys för att studera hur skattningarna p̊averkas av variationer i
nätverkets struktur. I den andra artikeln utg̊ar vi ifr̊an att RDS-estimatorn
i ekv. (6) bygger p̊a en approximation av den faktiska rekryteringsprocessen
med en slumpvandring p̊a det sociala nätverket. Vi föresl̊ar en en modell
för slumpvandringar p̊a partiellt riktade nätverk och använder denna för att
skatta den stationära fördelningen. Vi ser att dessa skattningar har mindre
systematiskt fel än tidigare använda skattningar, speciellt d̊a andelen riktade
kanter i det sociala nätverket är stor.
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